**Who we are**

Founded a century ago in Italy and expanded in Europe, **Arsonsisi** is a company operating in the international market of industrial coatings. **Arsonsisi**’s mission is to supply industry with global solutions for the entire cycles of coatings for any product, using a system of specific integrated cycles designed to guarantee quality in terms of aesthetic appeal and colours, without sacrificing excellent performance throughout the sector.

**Contacts**

Tel. +39 02 93754600  
Mobile: +39 335 5773173  
ivan.fornari@arsonsisi.com

**Arsonsisi products**

**Arsonsisi** has developed dedicated business lines for the most important industrial sectors, with innovative technologies, products, applications, services:

- Powder coatings
- Electrocoatings
- Liquid coatings
- UV coatings
- Specialty coatings
- Protective coatings
- Industrial tinting system

**Certifications**